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Introduction

Methodology

Incorporating the cache coherency mechanisms through
thread level parallelism is immensely important for the
performance growth. To improve the efficiency of the
processors, we use cache memories to reduce the latency
of data access from main memory by using shared
memory architecture. However, since multiple processors
can modify or read same cache line, it becomes very
challenging to keep data consistence and keep Main
memory updated for the latest data in case some cache
line is evicted[1].
Fast memories are known as caches which can be off chip
or on chip. There is good chance of temporal or spatial
locality in most programs i.e. first possibility is if processor
reads or write a memory address once, they might access
it again in near future. So rather than reading it every time
from main memory, it is a good idea to store it locally. Or
another possibility could be if processor reads or writes
from or to a particular location, there is good chance that it
accesses the nearby locations in near future. For this
purpose caches are very useful as they hold a group of
neighboring data known as Cache lines[2].

Now when the system has many processors, all these
processors have separate cache memories, and thus the
same cache line is shared by multiple processors at the
same time. So there might be the problem of
inconsistency of data for the same cache line owned by
multiple processors. So, if particular processor is updating
the shared cache line, the copy of the cache line in other
processor’s cache has to be invalidated to make sure that
other processors do not read an outdated value of the
modified cache line. This is nothing but the problem of
cache coherency.
Methodology

To address the issue of cache coherency there are several
protocols proposed and are used in real-world computer
architecture. Over the years, cache coherency protocols
have evolved for the better, Intel’s Pentium IV processors
used MESI protocol whereas AMD used MOESI protocol .
Here we are demonstrating modified version of MOESI
cache coherency protocol for a quad-core processor
architecture. Each core has its own private L1 cache and
all the cores have a shared L2 cache. Following Figure
depicts the architecture of multi-processor system
employed in this project.
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In Modified MOESI we have tweaked the transition to Owner state.
Thereby, now there is a transition from Exclusive state to the Shared
Owner state and not to the Owner state. Thus, Shared Owner state is
guaranteed to have clean data. The original transition in MOESI from
Modified state to Owner state is retained as it is. Thus it is guaranteed
that Owner state will have dirty data since it is obtained from Modified
state. That means a particular processor will write and modify the data
and when other processors’ cache ask for that same location then the
processor’s cache which has the latest updated copy becomes the
owner for that block and supplies it to requesting cache.
Thus there is a dedicated state for clean and dirty data. This is achieved
by the introduction of Shared Owner state. Thus, in longer runs of
instructions there would no need to keep a track of data whether its clean
or dirty since they have dedicated states. The protocol state diagram
becomes a bit complicated but it is OK to increase the complexity as long
as it improves the performance.

MOESI protocol has a state machine representation, as shown below,
each state signifies the cache line’s status, which is derived from the
instructions executed by the processors. The states in MOESI protocol
are: M – Modified (Exclusive Dirty), O – Owner (Shared & Clean/Dirty),
E – Exclusive (Exclusive Clean), S – Shared (Clean), I – Invalid.

All of this can be better handled if there is some instruction prediction
mechanism in the system. It will depend on the application for which the
system is used. It solely depends on the number of Loads and Stores in
the instruction list.
The instruction format defined for this design is given below, a 32 bit
address coming from the Processor is broken into 23 bit Tag, 5 bit Set
and 2 bit Word & Byte. Cache designed for this project is 2-way set
associative cache such that size of local cache for each processor is
1MB.
31 to 9

8 to 4

3 to 2

1 to 0

Tag (23 bits)

Set (5 bits)

Word (2 bits )

Byte (2 bits )

Results
For the MOESI protocol, Owner state has data ambiguity as there are
two entry point, one from Modified state (Dirty Data) and other from
Exclusive state (Clean Data). To clear this ambiguity, a new state is
added to MOESI protocol called SO - Shared Owner (Shared Clean)
state and the state machine for the new protocol is represented below.

The test stimulus for the design are address traces of a 64 bit Linux
machine. These 64 bit address traces were translated in accordance to
the instruction set used in this design. Total of 1,898,807 address traces
were given to test this design. Out of 1898807 instructions, 999812 were
Load Instructions whereas 898995 were Store Instruction.
These address traces were ran on design based on MOESI – SO,
MOESI and MESI cache coherency protocols. All the three designs were
run for a standard time of 1 Billion block cycles. Table below summarizes
the performance result of each cache coherency protocol.

Summary
From the obtained results it can be concluded that the performance of
MOESI-SO cache coherency protocol is dependent on cache size. The
MOESI-SO protocol model that was designed for this project had a single
level 2 way set associative cache of size 1MB each. With just a single
level of cache present in the design the write hit rate trumped MOESI
and MESI protocol. The performance of this design shall improve if the
cache size is increased. Current design was tested for 32 bit addresses,
thus limiting the number of sets and tags. For a 64 bit address
instruction, the performance of MOESI-SO protocol should better MOESI
and MESI for both read and write hit rates.
The performance of the same design can be improved by adding L2 and
L3 cache and moving over to 64 bit address instruction set. Cache
designing can also be upgraded by adding more number of sets and
ways thus resulting in increasing the overall size of the cache. Because
in the end, if there’s an improvement of at least 2% of hit rate overall,
then by industry standards it will be a great accomplishment.
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From the above table it is observed that MOESI –SO gives maximum
write hits whereas MESI leads in reads. MOESI stayed the second best
for both the cases.
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